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INTRODUCTION 

Throughout 1975, a scandal emerged in Niagara 

County as a Grand Jury handed down one indictment after 

another against individuals, corporations, and one 

counselor employed by the New York State Office of 

Vocational Rehabilitation ("aVRil). 'rhe charges 

included fraud and related to a scheme of kick-backs to 

the counselor from vendors of OVR. Thereafter, guilty 

pleas were entered in 23 cases, one against the OVR 

counselor. In March 1976, the Grand Jury filed its 

report which was later made public and which charged OVR 

as being "rife with in~fficiency and poor administration." 

Prior to the issuance of the Niagara Grand Jury 

report, the Commission was urged to conduct an investiga

tion into the OVR program as administered in other parts 

of New York State. 

The focal point of the Commission's eight-month 

investigation into OVR was ,to determine whether the pro

cedures and controls of OVR adequately safeguard the 

program from abuse by its own employees as well as the 

vendors and clients of OVR. 

At the same time that this Commission undertook 

its investigation, the New York State Organized Crime 

Task Force commenced an investigation of OVR in Erie 

County and their report was provided to this Commission 

in April 1977. 
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The Commission concentrated its inquiry on the 

OVR program in the New York City area, with particular 

reference to three OVR offices. In ,conducting its in-

vestigation, books and records were examined and many 

employees, clients and vendors were questioned, both 

informally and in private and public hearings.* Some 

employees of OVR who i.nitially cooperated with this 

investigation later refused to testify and invoked their 

Constii.'utional rights against self-incrimination. Others 

refused to testify or cooperate from the outset. The 

failure of such State employees to respond to allegations 

or explain their conduct obviously did nothing to refute 

the Commission's general conclusions about the adminis-

tration of the New York OVR program. 

This report focuses on those specific instances 

of abuse, waste, fraud, neglect and laxity in the OVR 

program disclosed by the Commission's investigation and 

public hearings. In addition, this report will discuss 

the failure of OVR's Albany administrators to fulfill 

their responsibilities and obligations to the disabled 

population by permitting incompetent or unfit State 

* The Commission held public hearings in New York City on 
May 3 and 4, 1977. Quotations followed by "P.H." refer 
to public hearing testimony. All other quotations are 
taken from private hearing transcripts. 
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employees to ~emain on the public payroll. The victims 

of the malfeasance and misconduct found by the Commission 

are, after all, the disab~ed citi~ens of this Stqte. 
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OVR - BACKGROUND 

The Office of Voc&tional Rehabilitation, part of 

the New York State Department of Education, was created 

more than fifty years ago to assist persons with voca

tional disabi'li.ties in acquiring training and vocational 

guidance so they migh.t become members of the labor 

market. 

To become eligible for OVR services, an individual 

must meet three interdependent criteria~* 

l.. Th.ere must be a d:i.sability which. is; 

2. A substantial handicap to employment; and 

3. There must be a reasonable expectation 

that the individual will benefit from 

OVR services (i.e., b~come employable). 

Upon a determination of eligibility; an individual 

is considereq a "client, II and a plan of service is dratvn 

up which specificies the type of "service" to be }?ro

vided. That service may be manY things including, put 

not limited to, vocational training at a trade or 

business school, vocational training at a rehabilitation 

center, and college and graduate school training. 

currently, OVR spends approximately $60 million 

* See NY Ed. Law §l002(1); (McKinney 1969) and Vocational 
Rehabilitation Act 29U.S fC.A. §706 (6) (Supp.l977). 
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annually of which 70-75% in recent years is funded by th~ 

federal government and 25-30% by the State. Federally, 

the program is administered by the Department of Health, 

Education and Welfare, but its actual operation, manage

ment and policy making is on the state level subject to 

federal guidelines. 

This year's State Budget estimated that 

"approximately 104,000 individuals are 
expected to receive OVR services 
during 1977-78. Rehabilitation 
services include vocational and ad
justment counseling, college and 
post-secondary training, corrective 
medical aid and prosthetic devices, 
and maintenance assistance and are 
administered through the office's 
regular operations, cooperative agree
ment with the Department of Mental 
Hygiene, Correctional Services and 
Office of Drug Abuse Services, and 
through special projects which are 90% 
federally supported." 

OVR is headed by the Associate Commissioner of 

Education, appointeq by the Commissioner of Education. 

An Assistant Commissioner, also an appointee, is second 

in command at OVR. All other OVR positions are within 

the New York State Civil Service structure. 

There are several separate OVR divisions under 

the direction of the Assistant Commissioner. The 

Operations Division has the responsibility for providing 

day to day services to OVR clients. The DirectOr of 

Operations directly supervises four area supervisors, 
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" 
who qre geogrqphically stationeq throughouttne State, 

anq q director of the OVR/Mental Hygiene Program. 

Area supervisors ~nd the director of the OVR! 

Mental Hygiene Program are responsiple for the activities 

of each local office within their jurisdiction directed, 

for the most part, Py an associate counselor. In turn, 

the associate directs the activities of senior counselors, 

each of whom qre responsible for several rehabilitation 

counselors. 

The rehabilitation counselor iS f with rare ex-

ception, the sole professional employee of OVR to have 

contact with clien~s. They make all determinations with 

respect to eligibility and plans of servi.ce, and although 

senior counselors approve the plans of ~ervice, they qo 

so on the basis of written information contained in the 

client's case folder rather than through personal inter

views with the client, The potential for abuse occasioned 

by such limited interaction between OVR and its clientele 

was cited by the Niagara County Grand Jury and will be 

qiscusseq fUrther in this Commission's report. 

Except for co~nseling and guidance, ~ll other 

services provided to OVR clients m~st pe purchased from 

"vendors. " "Vendors " are as diverse qS suppliers of 

prosthetic devices, vocational schools or rehabilitation 

facilities. Although many vendors are used repeatedly 

- 6 -
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by OVR, no apparent effort is made to enter into long 

term contracts with vendors. Rather, each transaction 

is treated essentially as a first contract. Such dealings 

may be appropriate for training wherein every client's 

needs are unique. However, OVR also purchases supplies, 

uniforms and textbooks on behalf of its clientele. OVR 

makes no effort to effect savings through bulk purchases 

or pursuant to a bidding process. 

Vocational and business schools are paid at 

standard rates which are on file with the State Education 

Department. 

OVR relies upon the Department's Bureau of 

Occupational Education, which licenses trade and 

business schools, with regard to any school's qualifica

tions. However, in regulating these schools, the 

Division of Occupational Education does not focus on 

their qualifications to serve what may be the distinctive 

needs of an OVR population which is, by d~finition, 

either emotionally or physically disabled. 
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OVR/DMH 

In 1968, a joint ventu~e was entered into by OVR 

and the Department of Men tal Hygiene . ( "DMH n) 

ana reorganized pursuant to a new agreement in 1973. 

The goal a~ the cooperative agreement was to proviae a 

continuum of service to patients of DMH ~acilities from 

the time of their exclusive relationship with DMH, 

through a rehabilitation relationship with OVR which 

would assume the major role in facilitating the client's 

return to the community. ~o effectuate the agreement, 

OVR counselors were stationed within DM» facilities, 

including Brooklyn State Hospital, Manhattan State 

Hospital, Creedmoor Psychiatric Center and Bronx 

Psychiatric Center. 

~t was contemplated that the counselors stationed 

at the DMH f:acilities would be serving persons who were 

residents of the institution, as opposed to individuals 

wi th no re~la tionship to DMH. As DMH began to expand 

into the community with satellite clinics of the parent 

facility cmd community mental health centers, OVR began 

to service the patients of those facilities as well. 

JO':3eph Palevsky, Director of the Downstate OVR/ 

DMH prog~f~m, testi~ied ~egarding the appropriate sources 

of referral to his units: 

- 8 -

"Q •. ,what clientele did you under
stand you were supposed to be 
serving? 

A My understanding at that time was 
that we Would be serving clients 
that were A, in the institution; B, 
out~patients, post institutionalized 
pat~ents; C, those that were known 
to t~eatment centers that were 
ope7"ated by the Department of Mental 
Hyg~ene, but these individuals had 
never been in a mental institution
D f those individuals who are known' 
to clinics and agencies that were 
wholly or in part staffed by DMH 
personnel. 

Q 

A 

* * * 

Was it your understanding this 
was an exclusive arrangement whereby 
the counselors who were stationed in 
the Department of Mental Hygiene 
were supposed to be serving only 
persons known to the Department of 
Mental Hygiene, or could they also 
be serving the general community •.. ? 

No. It was not my understanding 
that we were supposed to be serving 
the gener al conU<lUni ty, not at all. I, 
(P.H.) 

While Associate Commissioner Adrian Levy emphasized 

that this agreement was not a hidebound legal contract, 

he also testified that certainly the highest priority 

clients for these counselors were those with a past or 

current relationship to DMH. M P 1 k r. a evs y and Marion 

Martin* have both stated that their staff had been advised 

* Ms. M~r~in ~as Assistant Commissioner for Vocational 
Rehab~l~tat~on from November, 1973 to J~nuary 1977. 
As a State employee, she ~et~red in January 1977. 
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regaroing appropriate referral pources ano OVR's respon-

sibility to PMH, However, no formal list was compiled of 

appropriate DMH referral sources for the downstate offices 

until the fall of 1976, more than three years after the 

joint program had been in operation. 

Interviews with counselors and supervisors at 

Brooklyn State and Manhattan State Hospitals revealed 

that although they had a general understanding of the 

clientele which they were to be serving, ouring 1974 and 

1975 the four coqnselors at Brooklyn State and one 

counselor at Manhattan state violated this mandate. In 

fact, some even concealeo this violation by indicating on 

records maintained by OVR that clients had been referred 

by acceptable sources. Xn so doing, these counselors 

ultimately facilitated the provision of costly OVR ser-

vices to many persons who, according to the Director of 

Opera tions, Howaro Berger, were "marginally disableo" 

and whose oisabili ties stemmed Inostly from "unemployment 

ano financial strain rather than these later circumstances 

being brought abOqt by a more long-standing underlying 

psychiatric condition as the cause. " 'It This Commission 

further oiscovered that contrary to the goal of the 

cooperative agreement, the majority of these clients 

served by the counselors of the OVR/DMH program had no 

relationship at any time with DMH. 

* OVR Report on Review of Cases at DTI. 

- 10 -

OVR AND THE DRIVER TRAINING INSTITUTE 
'. 

overview 

'During the late summer of 1975, a computer printout 

alerted OVR's Albany administrators that of a total amount 

of $4,549,224, remitteo state\'1:lde during the preceding 

fiscal year to vocational school vendors of OVR, 

$1,812,243 '(40%) had gone to a driver's s~hool in 

Broolclyn knmln as the Driver Training Institute 

(IIPTI"). In fact, 'OTT had received more state 

and federal vocational rehabilitation funding via OVR 

during that year than any other vendor. The figure of 

$1,812,243 becomes especially significant when notice is 

taken that it represents training 715 persons at an 

ave~age cost of approximately $2,500 for generally a 

five to six week course. It was later learned by Com

mission accountants that of those 715 clients, 365 had 

been referred by the four counselors from the OVR unit 

at BrooklYn State Hospital, accounting for nearly 

$1,000,000 spent. (The balance of 350 persons had been 

referred by approximately 90 other counselors in the 

downstate area.) 

In the following fiscal year, one counselor at 

the Manhattan State Hospital Unit referred 151 clients 

to DTI at a total cost of $417,124 pursuant to a plan 

whereby he went to PTI on a regular basis, picked up 
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cases and had PTI type' up many of the OVR forrns. More

over, almost all of those cases had been referred by a 

community center headed by a powerful Bronx politician 

who also headed two organizations which received contri-

butions from .DTI interests totaling $6,800 in 1975. 

The receipt of the computer printout during the 

sunuuer of 1975 and the fact that in one day, sixty 

authorizations for DTI training were received in Albany 

alarmed the Central Office administrators. Assistant 

Commissioner Mar·tin ordered an inquiry into OVR' s 

utilization of DTI, which was directed by Howard Berger, 

the Director of Operations. In turn, Berger delegated 

some 'of the responsibility to Joseph Palevsky, Director 

of the Dmmstate OVR/DMH program, from which most of the 

DTI clients had been referred. 

Additionally, Ms. Martin instructed Mr. Palevsky 

to temporarily halt all pending authorizations for train-

ing at DTI. 

The apparent emphasis of OVR's inquiry was to 

determine the validity of alleged job placements by DTI 

which, when reported to OVR, led to closing case files 

of those OVR clients originally sent to DTI. Some 

inquiry was also made into the source of client referrals 

and the appropriateness of truck driver training in 

gen~ral. 

- 12 -
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In an early memorandum to Assistant Commissioner 

Martin, Berger stated: 

"O,;r '7c~ivi ty with DTI has resulted in 
s~gn~f~cant improvement in the employ
ment situation of the successful cases 
and we have, to some extent, 'relieved 
~he unemployment problem, ':i..f not serv
~ng the severely disabled in the 
process." (Memo 9/19/75) 

Over the next months cases were reviewed, conclu-

sions reached and memoranda' d ~ssue regarding, most 

significantly, the propriety of commercial truck driver 

training. Allusions were made to improper referrals, the 

significance of disabilities, and the truthfulness of 

DTI's placement information. Little, if any, inquiry 

was made into the cost of DTI training and into the more 

important issue of whether the OVR 1 counse ors who pro-

cessed these cases were fulfilling their responsibilities 

to their clients, to DMH, and to OVR. Subsequent to its 

review, OVR lifted its ban on utilizing DTI. This ban 

was not reinstated until May 16, 1977, twelve days after 

the conclusion of this Commission's publi~ hearings. 

Insofar as the rates were concerned, it was Berger's 

conclusion in early autumn 1975, that while DTI's rates 

seemed high, they appeared to be charging "what the 

traffic will bear." In fact, this Commission has de

termined that DTI charged what OVR would bear, prices 

sometimes more than 2 1/2 times what the general public 
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was paying. This mark-up was never discovered by OVR, 

nor were the following: 

-..,. prospective OVR-DTI clients were 
coached by school personnel as to 
how they could feign disabilities 
and thereby become eligible; 

DTI submitted fraudulent case 
service vouchers and training 
progress reports; and 

PT~ received an undisclosed middle
man profit on uniforms purchased 
from an independent company, 
supplied to clients, and charged 
to OVR. 

- 14 -

How DTI Used OVR 

In the course of reviewing the books and records 

of DTI, Commission accountants discovered an entry for 

refunds paid to students. On the basis of OVR client 

records, it was apparent that many of the persons who 

received refunds from DTI had later become clients of 

OVR. At random, forty-four students who had received 

refunds were selected, and of those, twenty-eight were 

found to have been OVR clients. Commission interviews 

with clients revealed that in most cases, the students 

had completed part of their training and tuition payments 

when they were forced to drop out of DTI for lack of 

finances. These individuals who had been private paying 

students of DTI were then directed to OVR (primarily the 

unit at Brooklyn State). They were accepted as clients 

of OVR and after OVR paid for their training at rates 

far exceeding those they had contracted for privately, 

the clients were refunded the ~ounts they had previously 

remitted to DTI. 

Charles Ohnmacht testified that during the fall of 

1974, he entered into a contract for a tractor trailer 

driving course at DTIfor approximately $1,000. Mr. 

Ohnmacht attended school full time and progressed well, 

so that on November 14, 1974 he sucessfully took his 

Class I license road test. However, shortly before the 
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conclusion of his training he became aware that many of 

his classmates were having their tuitions paid by 

governmental agencies. Interested in taking advantage 

of any special programs, Mr. Ohnmacht sought the advice 

of Arnold Brite, then General Manager of DTI: 

II ••• I asked him is there any way 
that I could get into the same 
thing. He said yes, there was, 
and he would make a,n appointment 
for me. 

Q At about the time that you had 
this discussion with Mr. Brite, 
how far along were you in your 
course of tractor trailer 
driving? 

A Pretty well finished. 

* * * 
Q Did he indicate to you that if 

you were accepted by OVR ..• that 
yoq would get a refund of the 
tuition that you had paid? 

A Yes, he did. 

Q How much of the tuition had you 
paid by the time you had that 
conversation with Mr. Brite? 

A I think the whole thing was paid 
at that time." (P.H.) 

According to Mr. Ohnmacht's testimony, Brite 

arranged an appointment for him at the OVR unit at 

Brooklyn State Hospital and he did become an OVR client. 

OVR records indicate that Mr. Ohnmacht was in a four-week 

t+aining program at'DTI commencing on November 18, 1974, 

- 16 -
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four days after he had obtained his Class I license, and 

was in fact finished with his training. Subsequently, DTI 

submitted a voucher for services to OVR to cover the cost 

of a four-week program from 11/18/74 to 12/20/74 at a 

cost of $2,145 and refunded $1,000 to Mr. Ohnmacht. The 

voucher, signed by Arnold Brite, certifies that the bill 

is "just, true and cor~,::·~ti that no part thereof has been 

paid except as stateq and that the balance is actually due 

and owing." The bil.l. is clearly fraudulent. Similarly, 

the training progress report submitted to OVR by DTI 

which indicates Mr. Ohnmacht's attendance from 11/18/74-

12/20/74 is also fraudulent. 

Christopher Joseph testified that he had entered 

into an agreement with DTI sometime during 1973, put 

that after several months of part-time training he could 

no .l.onger afford the tuition and dropped out. As he 

recalled, the cost to him was to have been approximately 

$1,500. At the time he dropped the course, he had paid 

approximately $700. Sometime after he left school, he 

was calleq by an individual at DTI who asked him why he 

was no longer attending classes, and when he explained 

his lack of resources he was asked to come to DTI so they 

could tell him about OVR. Subsequently, Mr. Joseph met 

with Arnold Brite at DTI. 
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"Q What did }ir. Brite tell you when 
you went back to talk to him? 

A He told me that the people can 
help me, if you know, I had to see 
them and tell them I was, you 
know, couldn't sleep ••• having 
problems with my family because 
I had no job. 

* * * 

Q Did you understand that OVR was 
an agency which is set up to help 
people with disabilities? 

~ Ye~, I understand that far. 

Q Did Mr. Brite tell you that you 
should not tell OVR that you had 
already been a private-paring 
student? 

A Yes, he did." (P.H.) 

Other clients told similar stories. One who was 

directed to OVR after he coUld no longer pay the tuition 

was forced to borrow the balance due from his employer 

even after he was accepted as an OVR client, because DTI 

d~,d not want to wait the several months it would have 

taken to receive state payments. Another prospective 

student was assured by the school's owner that he would 

qualify for OVR services. He thereby agreed to pay the 

lower tuition himself even before he was deemed eligible 

so he could immediately begin training, with the agreement 

that he would subsequently received a refund. All these 

individuals became OVR clients and OVR endorsed training 

programs on their behalf ~t DTI. 
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In all ,cases, the charges to OVR for the same 

program increased drastically. On the basis of its 

random sampling, Commission accoun~ants have estimated 

that the charges to OVR were approximately 240% greater 

than the charges to private-paying students of DTI.* 

* See Appendix I (Chart of Overbillings) • 
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The Role of Private Physicians 

Although OVR employs consulting physicians and 

psychiat~ists, the examinations which form the basis of 

disability diagnoses are performed by private practi

tioners at state approved rates. During the years 1974 

and 1975, the fee was $24.00 for an examination or 

psychiatric interview, plus a written evaluation. The 

general and specialist evaluations must be "current," i.e., 

rendered not more than 90 days prior to the client's 

initial contact with OVR to establish eligibility. 

In the vast majority of OVR/DMH cases, it can be 

assumed that the major disabling condition is one of. a 

psychiatric origin. Hence, it would follow that for those 

clients OVR could obtain current psychiatric reports from 

DMH at no cost, thereby obviating the additional expense 

of paying private practitioners. 

During the course of'a private examination, Ms. 

Martin was questioned regarding referrals to private 

psychiatrists by OVR/DMH counselors for DTI trainees. 

She stated that "not very many" psychiatric reports had 

been provided by private practitioners. However, the 

Commission's review of cases processed by the counselors 

at Brooklyn State Hospital during 1974 and 1975 failed 

to disclose any psychiatric reports from DMH. In 

virtually every case, the psychiatric report had been 

- 20 -

supplied by private psychiatrists at the state approved 

rate. 

While OVR counselors and administrators have 

complained about a lack of cooperation on the part of 

DMH in supplying medical information, it was this Com

mission's finding that most of the clients Who were sent 

to DTI by the counselors at Brooklyn State Hospital had 

never had any contact with DMH and consequently no such 

information existed. 

As previously mentioned, these reports form the 

basis of a determination of eligibility by the counselor. 

The lack of a diagnosable medical or psychiatric problem 

would render the individual ineligible for OVR services. 

Conversely, the existence of an extreme disability might 

also result in ineligibility on the ground that the 

individual, while disabled, may be an unsuitable candi

date for vocational rehabilitation. The counselor must 

always be guided by the requirement that there is a 

reasonable expectation of employment subsequent to the 

rehabilitation process. 

WhereafJ physical disabilities generally are 

capable of being easily diagnosed, the presence of a 

vocationally disabling emotional problem is less dis

cernible, and consequently diagnoses in the areas of 

neuroses and psychoses are more difficult. Counselors 
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have acknowledged that psychiatric d~Lagnoses leading to 

determinations o! eligibility are easily obtained. One 

counselor, when as~ed about anxiety neurosis as an 

acceptable disability responded: 

"Q Was ~t very prevalent? 

~ I would say so. 

* * * 
Anyone who had ever been to a 
therapist was eligible for OVR, 
from what I observed. I don't 
think there is a person in New 
York city who couldn't get an 
anxiety neurosis from a thera
pist, in all honesty. 

In fact, it's kind of a running 
joke at a point -- gee, if my 
mother had only knew, I could 
have had my Ph.n. by now." 

In the course of this commission's +eview of 

case files of former PTI clients, it became apparent 

that most of those clients whose cases were processed 

by the counselors at the Brooklyn State Hospital Unit had 

been referred to one Manhattan psychiatrist for evalu-

ation. For the most part, the reports she submitted to 

OVR with diagnoses reiterated factual information pre

viously ascertaineq by the counselor, with perfunctory 

references to clients' inability to sleep, loss of 

appetite, and/or anxiety about providing tor their 

families. Former clients testified regarding the brevity 

of these interviews: 
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"0 What happened when you met with 
this woman psychiatrist? 

A Well, really I was up there about 
three minutes in her office per
sonally, but I was waiting outside 
because she had somebody inside at 
the time I was there, But at the 
time I went in I stayed about three 
minutes. 

Q So your total interview with this 
woman psychiatrist lasted for 
three minutes? 

A Something like that. It was very 
short, you know. 

Q What did she discuss with you? 

A She asked me if I was sleeping, 
you know, how am I doing, you know. 
Simple questions, you know. Nothing 
really too - that I would think a 
psychiatrist should, you know - I 
can" t remember exactly, but I know 
for a fact it wasn't long." (P.H.) 

Another client told us that this same psychiatrist 

asked his name, what he was doing with himself, was he 

happy, and were there any problems he wished to discuss. 

Without exception, those clients contacted by the Commis

sion who had been diagnosed by this psychiatrist, and 

whose diagnoses formed the bases for psychiatric disabil-

ities, stated that their interviews were extraordinarilY 

short and non-probative.* Commission accountants have 

* When ques~ioned.under oath, this psychiatrist denied 
that any ~nterv~ew was as brief as 5~lO minutes. 
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determined that for the fiscal year ending J~ly 30, 1975, 

this psychiatrist received $9,804 from QVR, and the 

fol~owing year $9,417. Ei9hty-two out of a total of 180 

referrals to her ~n 1974-1975 had come from Broo~~yn 

State Hospital. 

When OVR counselors were questioned about the 

:brevity of these interviews, they denied any knowledge. 

This is understandable in view of their having had no 

contact with the clients after referring them for 

psychiatric evaluations. 

At public hearings, Joseph Palevsky testified that 

counselors have a responsibility to disc~ss the results 

of a psychiatric evaluation with 'the client, and that it 

should be done in all cases in which a psychiatric report 

is obtained. 

The majority of psychiatric reports reviewed 

during the course of this investigation did not meet 

OVR's own standards. They merely reiterated the client's 

background information provided to the psychiatrist by 

the counselor for guidance, and were plainly uninforma

tive even to the ~ay person in terms of psychiatric 

propensities. As Commissioner Brydges pointed out, the 

cost of such a report was far greater than $24.00: 

"COMMISSIONER BRYDGES; Mr. Ruskin, 
the state wasn't chargE'd twenty
four dollars for that referral, 
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they were charged $2,145 when he 
WaS accepted on the program as a 
res~lt of that evaluation, isn't 
that right? That's the way it 
goes." (P,H.) 

It sno\.lld pe finally noted that during the inves

tigation, tne Commission staff talked witn a New York 

psychiatrist, Dr. L., who had been providing psychiatric 

evaluations for c~ients of OVR, all of whom had been re-

ferred by the Broo~lyn State Hosp~tal Un~t of OVR. In 

approx~mately November 1974, he was called by Edward 

'lanishefsky, a counselor in that unit, wno asked to come 

and talk to the doctor at his office. Dr. L. agreed, 

assuming Yanishefsky wished to discuss a specific 

client's case. Short~y after his arrival, Yanishefsky 

told the doctOr how "we [meaning the counselors] like to 

be appreciated." pro L. responqe'.(l that ne diq appreciate 

the good job the counselors were trying to do. After an 

aWkward pause, however, Dr. L. sensed that moral appre

ciation was pot What Mr, Yanishefsky Was seeking, so he 

askeq the latter if tnere was more to his meaning of 

"appreciation." As Dr. L, recalls, Yanishefsky responded, 

"Well, yo~ lcnow some doctors g~ve ho~idaY gifts or I have 

been taken out to dinner a few times." Dr. L. answered 

that such was not h~s pract~ce, and at that point 

Yanishefsky left, making no protest and not forcing the 

iss~e. Over the next few months, nowever, the number of 

referrals to Dr, L. diminished until they f.tna~ly ceased 

in approximately Marcn 1975, 
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Rates and Training 

Prio~ mention has been made of the very high cost 

to OV~ of training olients at P~J. Commission acqpuntants 

have estimated that fQ~ a course averaging five to si~ 

w~eks in duration, the atate paid an average of $2,5QO. 

The public nearing testimonY of forme~ OVR clients and a 

Commi~sion accountant revealed that D~I derived an addi

tion~l profit of at l~ast $1,000 for training so-palled 

disabled pe~sons, 

Wnereas vocational and business schools licensed 

by the Sta.te Education Department are paid by OVR in 

accord with rates on file with the Sureau of Occupational 

Education, a division of the state Eduoation Depa~tmentf 

driving schools are unde~ the jurisdiction of the Depart

ment of Motor Vehicles ("PMV"), ana DMV does not:. ~egulate Or 

approve the rates charged by these schools. However, 

licensed schools are required to file their rates with 

DMV, as well as any changes thereto. 

The commission has obtainea copies pf DTJ's fee 

schedules and qou~se description, fiLed with DMV's 

Srooklyn office fo~ the period June 1972 - June 1976, 

According to those documents, from .:rune 197~ until June 

1975, DTI was holding itself out to the public as cnarging 

$885 for 125 hours of instruction on a commercial vehicle 
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at which time DTI filed a revised tee schedule with courses 

broken down into modular programs, When the Commission 

sought tne filed rates from OVR, we were provided with 

the modular rate SChedule. Some confusion arose because 

while the cases processed by OVR in 1975-1976 provide for 

DTI training on a modular basis wnicn a~e comparable to 

rates on file, the autho~izations and vouchers for the 

p~eceding year were in terms of individual classes at 

hourly rates, This breakdown by classes, which was con

sistent for cases processed at Brooklyn State Hospital 

in 1974-1975, bears no relationship to the ~ates in the 

possession of PMV. How then clid OVR know what to payPTJ 

during that year? 

The rates cha~ged by any school doing business 

with OVR are maintained centrally as well as in the local 

offices in training directorY books. Jt is by access to 

the t~aining direotories that counselors and/or clerical 

staff who prepare the authorizations for training verify 

the validity of the rates charged. Not one of the coun

selors interviewed by this Commission who had been engaged 

in the extensive business with P~J had ever seen a rate 

schedule. Moreover, most indicated that they would not 

even know where to locate such a schedule. At least for 

1974-1975, D~J submitted its proposed plan with charges 

to OVR and OVR did no more than transpose those charges 
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onto its own form~ without ~~y recourse to an avproved 

rate schedule. 

~he issue of D~!'s rate~ was parely addressed in 

OVR's review of PT1 and prior to this Commission's public 

hearings, Messrs. Pqlevsky, Berger, Ms. Martin and Com

missioner Levy maintaineq the position that OVR only pays 

~choOls according to published rates~ commissioner Levy 

stated that liMa ~ Martin ••• used to ride herd on the rates. " 

As late as Avril 19, 1977, Ms. Martin said of the rates 

paiCi to P~I f ",. ,we didn't pay a~y higher than the public 

rate ••. " At publ;f,c hearings, Mr, Berger informed us that 

he did not obtain the above-mentioned 1974 rates until the 

week of this Commission's hearing, despite his having 

stated that it is part of his job responsibilities to 

ensure that OVR is paying the same rate as the general 

public. Mr. Berger went on to testify: 

"1 don't :Know whether those were the 
ones that were supposedly in force 
in '74 or '75 Or not because I 
don't know whether there were any 
other changes between the~ and 
1975." (P.R.) 

By affidavit of the Principal Motor Vehicle 

1nsvector who provided DTI's rates to this Commission, 

there were no changes! Moreover, the rates were always 

readily available for OVR's inspection. 1t is clear that 

OVR relied upon representations made to it by DTI regard

ing the "rates without any independe~t inquiry. In view of 

... 

-~-- ------------~~ 

OVR's discovery of the false placement information 

supplied by PTI, it is curious that ~ny reliance was 

placed o~ further representations from the school o~ its 

personnel. MS. Martin testified that; 

"1 had a ~tatement from the director 
of that school stating they were 
charging the same rate. We chal
lenged them on this. But I haven't 
got a qefinitive piece of paper," 
(P.H,) 

That definitive piece of paper remained with DMV until 

May 1977 and no one at OVR made any effort to obtain it. 

Who should have protected OVR from paying DTI 

inflated rates? Commissioner Levy testifed that he could 

not answer that question; 

" 

Q 

A 

I can't say who is responsible 
beqause 1 think the responsibility 
goes up the line. I think the 
area supervisor has a responsibility 
because its [the rates] received 
down in the local area. 

Do the counselors have anY resvon
sibility in the case of DTI? 

They have responsibility in the 
case of any school to check it 
against the existing rates." "(P.H.) 

It is this Commission's conclusion that the initial 

responsibility belonged to manY persons but that OVR's 
. 

failure to address this issue after being alerted to the 

DTI problems by September 1975 belongs exclusively to 

the senior administrators in Albany, 
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Clients intervi~wed by this commission indicated 

that Qourses billeq to OV~ were either never given, or 

not given for the amount of time specified. EverY vouoher 

for case service reviewed. b¥ this Commission reflects a 

oharge for training on a "Class 'l'hree 'l'ype Truck. " The 

course was allegedlY given in twenty~hour sessions, at 

$300 per twenty-hour session. In most cases, the state 

was billed tor two twenty-hOUr sessions. Mr. Ohnmaoht, 

on whose behalf OVR paid $600 fOr forty hours of Class 

'l'hree 'l'ype 'l'ruck sessions was asked whether they were in 

tact given: 

"Q 

Q 

Pid you ever h~ve any sessions on 
a Class Three type truck? 

* ." * 
Non~ at all. E~cuse me. 'l'here 
was one. Just to see if I could 
handle the clutch we drove once 
around the docking area, I be
lieve it was. 

Row long did that last tor? 

A .About two or three minutes." (P.R.) 

Mr. Joseph also testified that he had had no such 

sessions despite the payment to D'l'I of $600 on his behalf 

for that class. In addition, he testitied that his only 

e~posure to "double-clutching" was "the first time i was 

paying tor myself they tool\: me out one time ••• " (P.R.) 

ova paid PT~ $600 for providing Mr. Joseph with "six ten 

hour basic shifting, clutching, doQble clutching, 3, 4, 5 

speed transmissions." 
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Mr. ralevsky testified that the counselors can 

ascertain 'y.;nether clients are receiving what the State 

pays for on the basis of monthly contact with clients and 

progress reports from the school. tater discussion will 

show evidence of the lack of contact between OVR coun

selors at BrOOklyn State Hospital and DTI clien"ts during 

1974-1975. The progress reports submitted by DTI were 

wholly uninformative. When interviewed PriOr to the 

public hearings, Mr, Palevsky was shown one typical report 

and asked whether it would tell the counselor whether or 

not the client received the billed training. He responded: 

"This. progress report on the case that 
was referred to is inadequate, in 
that it does not refer to the profile 
of the client in his training program 
in the various things that he is 
undertaking or had undertaken at 
Priver Training. Nor does it indicate 
his level of achievement in these 
various categories." 

The obvious inadequacy of these reports was of 

little concern to "the counselors to whom they were sent. 

It is apparen-t that once the client's case had been pro

cessed for DT~ training, the counselors did not follow up 

on client progress nOr determine whether public funds were 

being spent properly. Jt is also apparent that the issue 

of value received was not addressed by OVR in its DTI 

review. Although former clients were questioned by OVR 

to verify placement, they were never aSked questions which 

would have led OVR to the same findings made by this 

Commission. 
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uniformEi 

In addition to training, DTI also charged OV~ for 

uniforms purchased from W,ij. Christian & aons, Inc. 

("Christian Ina.") in Brooklyn. Students were sent to 

Christian Inc. and outfitted. Thereafter, Christian Inc. 

would submit a bill to DTI for the uniform. PTI would in 

turn bill OVR generally $100 for the uniform. In addition, 

PTI normally submitted an unnumbered Christian Inc. invoice 

to OVR for eaoh student to support the charge. Without 

exception, the invoices submitted to OVR did not indicate 

any unit prices. The invoices were frequently accompanied 

by a signed paper from the client indicating 'I:hat he had 

received, for instance, four pieces of Item #1, four 

pieceEi of Item #3A, etc, These receipts never showed what 

Item #1 or #3A actually were. 

While examining DTI's books and records, Commission 

accountants discovered another set of invoices from 

Christian Inc. which reflected different charges than 

those on the invoices provided to OVR. They then obtained 

the official invoiceEi directly from Christian Inc. The 

latter are numbered and reflect unit charges. 
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A comparison of the different invoices revealed a 

mark-up on the invoices supplied by DTI to OVR. In the 

appendixed invoices, the one for $66.75 was Submitted by 

Christian Ina. to DTI.* The inflated bill for $100 was 

submitted to OVR by DTI.**A spokesperson for Christian 

Inc. advised Commission accountants that their customer 

was DTI and that they were unaware of OVR. It is not 

known who prepared the fraudulent ~nvoice on a Christian 

Inc. letterhead. However, this Commission has determined 

that the amount received by Christian Inc. was the lower 

amount actually billed to DTI. It is estimated that there 

was $22,000 in overcharges to OVR as a result of this 

inflated billing system. Moreover, clients advised the 

Commission staff that they did not always receive the 

quantities billed. 

DTI's "middle-man" profit on uniforms using a 

double billing SYEltem went unnoticed by OVR in its more 

than two year~ of doing business with PTI and review of 

DTI training. 

* See Appendix II. 

** See Appenpix III. 
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Jo~ Placement 

In addition to all the previously mentioned 

problems in the business relationship between OVR and 

OTI, D'I'I had a poor jop placement program. Students soon 

learned that the training was considered inadequate by 

prospeotive employers. One tormer client summed up the 

problem: 

"Well, in the tl:"llcking business no 
owner-manager is going to hire a 
guy just out of sohool on a tractor 
trailer.,.you start with a straight 
job., ,would you do it if you owned 
a rig, $75,000 worth of tractor? 
Would you trust the guy just out 
of school on it.,.?" 

Not one client interviewed dUring the Commission's 

investigation was placed Py DTI, a~d they a*l commented 

that OTI's plaoement efforts were superficial and futile. 

Any jobs whicq OVR clients obtained were exclusive 

of the efforts ot P'I'+' or OVR. In one case, a former OVR

O'I'I client who i~ ourrently driving a tractor trailer was 

able to find a job onl¥ after registering with an employ~ 

ment agency at a co~t to him of approximately $175.00. 

OVR had spent $2,745 not only for his training, but also 

for placement efforts. 

Although OVR discovered that many of the so-called 

placements by P~I were false, and counselors were cau

tioned about sending clients for truck qriver training 

in view of a tight job market, little if any inquiry was 
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made by OVR into the practical value of DTI's training. 

Moreover, OVR presumably relied upon the 8alesmanship of 

DTI's owner and lifted its ban on doing business with 

DTI in December 1975. This was done despite OVR's 

knowing that DTI had supplied the State with patently 

false placement information during the preceding year. 
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The Role of OVR Counselors 

The facts set forth thus far describe the 

activities of OVR clients, a private psychiatrist, and 

DTI in relation to OV~'s unit at Brooklyn State Hospital 

during 1974 and 1975. Attention must now be focused on 

the role of OVR counselors and supervisors in advancing 

these activities. 

During that time period, there were four rehab

ilitation oounselors at Brooklyn State, and one senior 

counselor, Stanley Sherman, who was immediately subordinate 

to Joseph Palevsky, the program director. 

OVR delegates to the rehabilitation counselor the 

responsibility for conferring with clients, making de

terminations of eligibility, drawing up plans of service, 

and following clients through to successful rehabilitation. 

While OVR's Albany administrators claim that rehabilitation 

counselors do not act alone in exercising discretion and 

dispensing OVR funds, the Commission found that with rare 

exception, the counselor is the only person in the OVR 

structure who has personal dealings with clients. 

. ' Prior to the enactment of a client's plan of ser-

vice, the counselor is expected to interview the client 

and acquire some background information which might shed 

light on the nature of the disability and the appropriate 

course of action. If a client has been referred from a 
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DMH facility, clinic or community center, it becomes the 

counselor's responsibility to gqther together pertinent 

client information from those sources. Based upon the 

client's backgroqnd and information acquired by the 

counselor, an initial determination may be made to send 

the olient for a general and specialty medical examina

tions. On the other hand, the counselor may determine 

from the outset that the individual is ineligible for 

OVR services. 

The clients who were interviewed and who have 

testified before this Commission both publicly and 

privately told of the ease with which they became cer

tified as eligible. With apparently little more dis

turbing them than an inability to sleep well and a concern 

for the welfare of their families, individuals with no 

history of psychiatric treatment at DMH facilities or 

otherwise were sent to private psychiatrists for what 

in many cases were 5-10 minute interviews. On the basis 

of these interviews, psychiatric disabilities were diag

nosed, most in the categories of anxiety and depressive 

neu;t:'osis . 

Mr. Joseph was questioned about his only meeting 

with any employee of OVR's Brooklyn State Hospital Unit: 

I'Q What did she ask you and what did 
you tell her .•. ? 
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A I told her I was having problems 
sleeping ••• I didn't have a job, 
and I would like to get help, 
assistance $0 I cap continue my 
cOl.1.rse~ 

"" "" 'It; 

Q Did ~he ask you any questions 
about your mental state? 

A Not as far as I can remember. 

* "" * 
Q Did she know that you had been 

referred by DTI? 

A Yes, she did because, you know, 
she vas expecting me." (P.H.) 

Mr. Ohnmacht also found it easy to be deemed 

eligible for the receipt of OVR services. After he 

arrived at the Brooklyn State Hospital unit with his 

letter of referral from DTI, he was called into the 

office by a woman: 

"A •.• I was called inside by a woman 
and she asked me questions. The 
exact content of the questions I 
can't remember word for word, but 
the outcome was she wanted to know 
what I was doing there. I ex
plained to her that I was sent and 
I wanted 'co get my tuition paid 
by OVR. 

* * * 
Q What was her reaction? 

A It was more, I guess, a reaction 
to say that I didn't belong there. 

Q Why not? 
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A I think she said that there was 
nothing wrong with me so I didn't 
belong there. She wanted to know 
what kind of handicap I had and I 
really didn't ~now what was going 
on • " (P • H • ) 

Mr. Ohnmacht was ready to leave. However, at that point 

a man entered the office and apparently engaged in con

versation with the woman regarding Mr. Ohnmacht. This 

man then began to question Mr. Ohnmacht in a way which 

might have suggested the appropriate ansWers: 

"A Again his exact words, exactly the 
way he said it I couldn't really 
recall, but it was something to 
the effect that: You're having 
tro~le sleeping aren't you? 

And I said yes. 

He said, are you uptight about 
your work and your job? 

I said, yes. 

And he turned around and said, 
'see,' and took care of that. 

He said a few words to the girl 
and he left. 

Q Had you been having trouble sleep
ing gt that time? 

A Not really, sir. No." (P.H.) 

Another client told us that he had been instructed 

by DTI to falsely tell the counselor at OVR that he could 

no longer paint houses because the fumes bothered him. 

Some concern was expressed by this client to the inter-

viewing counselor trainee at OVR when she directed him to 
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a psychiatrist for evaluation. As the client recalled, 

the counselor trainee reassured him; 

" 

Q 

A 

She explained that there was a 
disability involved and that 
everybody's doing it, so no 
big sweat. That was my concern. 
I didn't want to be classified 
as m~ntally upset or anything 
like that. 

Did she say to you everybody is 
doing this? 

Yes, don't worry about it, 
everybody is -- you don't 
worry about it, the¥'ll take 
care of it." 

Another client stated that when he met with the 

OVR counselor at Brooklyn State Hospital he was not told 

that it wa~ an agency for disabled persons. He informed 

the counselor that he had been forced to drop out of DTI 

because he could no longer afford the tuition himself. 

After a brief interview at OVR, he was sent for a medical 

and psychiatric evaluation, diagnosed as having an anxiety 

neurosis and sent back to DTI at a rate of $2,145, $1,095 

more than he had contracted for privately. He had no 

further contact with his counselor at OVR. 

Mr. Palevsky and others testified that in most 

cases, monthly contact with the client is considered a 

minimum for keeping abreast of the client's progress and 

well-being. However, most former OVR clients interviewed 

during this investigation told the Commission staff that 
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after their initial interviews at GVR, they had no further 

contact with that agency. In the few cases where later 

contact was made, it appears to have been pursuant to 

OVR's review of the DTI clie,nts for the purpose of deter

mining employment status. 

One important duty of the counselor is to assist 

clients in making the transition from any vocational 

program to employment. While schools are generally reli~d 

upon for job placement, the counselor is expected to 

counsel the client regarding that transition towards the 

conclusion of training. According to OVR personnel, 

contact with the client may be established over the. 

phone, through the mails, or by visiting the client at 

the training facility. According to statements of OVR's 

DTI clients, none of these methods were utilized. 

OVR counselors tried to excuse their failure to 

follow up with clients by claiming that the DTI training 

program was too brief. However, many students were 

training on a part-time basis which lasted several months 

although the authorizations for training as prepared by 

counselors reflected full t;me, h t t ~ s or - erm training. The 

failure to maintain any contact with clients also meant 

that DTI could be paid for an allegedly completed course 

months before training actually was concluded or payments 

continued to DTI for clients who had dropped out of the 

training program. 
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Counselors were questioned regarding the meteoric 

build-UP of DTI qases, and their acoeptance of persons 

who were not known to DMH, despite the cooperative agree-

ment between OVR and DMH. The counselorp were unclear as 

to who had constructed the cnain of referrals from DTI, 

but they processed cases for those persons because, as 

one counselor stated, "It was just less pressure to not 

buck :\.t ••• " 

Senior OVR administrators deny that there is any 

pressure to build up caseloads. Yet the oounselors at 

Brooklyn State were keenly aware of such pressure: 

IIQ Was there pressure, either overt 
or covert, upon the counselors 
at Brooklyn State Hospital to 
build up a caseload? 

A Yes, there was. I definitely 
felt it. 

Q And where did it come from? 

A It would come necessarily from 
l>1r. Sherman who would, you know, 
comment that the pressure had 
come from Mr. Palevsky, or the 
pressure was coming from the 
hospital •.. " 

They spoke of a competitive fever among the units to 

achieve a high number of rehabilitations, and as one 

counselor saw it, DTI was a chance to put persons into 

short training programs, achieve quick rehabilitations 

and enhance the statistics of the mental hygiene units. 
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Joseph Palevsky testified when he Was promoted to 

the po~ition of Director of the Downstate OVR/DMH program, 

he was told that he'had a "mission" to develop a good 

working relationship with DMH, to do case finding, and 

to at least open a case file and provide an evaluation on 

every ref'erral from DMH. This attitude was conveyed to 

his counselors, one of whom told of being instructed to 

accept referrals of persons whom she felt to have been 

wholly inappropriate for OVR services as being too in

firmed or aged. I'Some of the referrals I had were so bad 

and I was told by Mr. Palevsky to accept those cases; 

whether I felt they were appropriate or not I was to work 

with them because he wanted their caseload." In addition: 

"Q ••• Has there ever b . een .•• an ~nstance 
in which you flatly did not 
want to send the person for 
training? 

A Yes. 

Q And you were instructed to? 

A Yes. I have. Sherman has said 
that to me - I have gone in to 
d~scuss it •.• and he said •.. pro
v~de it. Give it to him. They 
will bomb out anyway, and this 
way they will be off our backs. II 

Another counselor indicated that when clients come 

to OVR with a preconceived idea as to training which the 

counselor believes is probably inappropriate, "in that 

case the client usually will be given the opportunity to 
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do wh.at he thinks is.bept; i:1: pe fails, then h.e has a new 

l ' " sense of rea ~ty. After acquiring a "new pense 6f 

reality," the client may return to OVR, and 

appropriate services. Of course, the state 

then receive 

bears the 

cost of achieving that' "new sense of reality" in an un-

productive training program. 

The counselors stated that clients who came to 

their unit seeking PTI training knew what they wanted 

, " "to the point of frustrat~on. One remarked that the 

arrangement seemed "programmed," and that the clients 

were Unreceptive to counseling -- all they wanted' was 

DTI training h k what to say " to acquire it. and lit ey new 

As referrals from DTI grew, so did the counselors' 

concern as to the manner of reflecting referral informa

tion on OVR forms. In view of their responsibility to 

be working almost exclusively with persons known to DMH, 

they knew they could not indicate DTI as the referral. 

According to counselors' statements, they were 

instructed by their Senior Counselor, Stanley Sherman, to 

list as the referral source community agencies which were 

located in the client's "catchment" or geographic area of 

residence. 

"Q What referral sources did Mr. 
Sherman instruct you to p~t o~ 
the intake interview appl~cat~on 
as referral sources for those 
people? 
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~ He said to put down the clinic 
in the catchment area in which I 

they lived and I asked him: How 
can we do that, since we are 
not getting medicals from them? 
I don't know that they are from 
there and he said that he had --
I don't remember the sequel~ce 1 

but pe Pad spoken to Mr. Ramsar 
and told him we were getting a 
lot of community people. He said 
to put them under the statistics 
for the clinic and their catch
ment area and I said -- as I said, 
I'm not sure which sequence -- I 
said: Does Mr. Palevsky know about 
this? -- and he says: Yes. I 
Wouldn't ask you to do anything or 
tell you to do anything if Mr. 
Palevsky didn't have full knowledge 
of it. " 

Mr. Palevsky has testifed that he had no knowledge 

of Sherman's instructions or thE;:! fraudulent referral in-

fOrmation and, in fact, the counselors have stated that 

they never received Palevsky's approval first hand. 

Prior to public hearings, Ms. Martin was questioned 

as to whether she had ever heard that Sherman had in-

structed the counselors in his unit to supply invalid 

referral information. Ms. Martin's response was in-

structive of the gap between the Albany OVR administrators 

and rehabilitation counselors: 

I, ••• I did not find any proof, and I 
don't know whether any counselor 
ever went on record that way ••. I 
see no reason for the necessity, 
or what would have been accomplished 
... they wouldn't know the catchment 
areas, I can also tell you that. I, 
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No proof was found, because no proof was sought. 

Th~ processing of PTI cases became even more 

easily facilitated by placing Brooklyn State counselors 

at the office of PTI. ~ccording to one counselor, Sherman 

directed the counselors to go to DTI to "pick up" cases. 

The day would be spent interviewing clients and pro

cessing cases at the school. PTI's clerical staff 

assisted by typing up the OVR forms. While claiming that 

the occasional processing of cases at a vendor's place 

of business may be acceptable, Mr. Palevsky conceded that 

to do so as a regular practice would be undesirable, 

particularly where the vendor is a private trade school 

such as DTI. However, he sta-ted that although he may 

have subsequently learned of this practice, he was unaware 

of it -during the period of DTI utilization. 

As the counselors became increasingly overwhelmed 

with the DTI cases, they did express concern as to the 

utilization of DTI and the propriety of referrals, but 

apparently were easily appeased by Sherman who reminded 

them that OVR'e Albany administrators were pleased with 

their work. One counselor was asked: 

"Q Did you ever, you or the group 
of cQunselors, ever make these 
facts known-to Mr. Palevsky? 

* * * 
A No. 

* * * 
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A. It's kind of an unwritten law 
to not go over somebody's head 
and, I mean, that's like death 
in an agency when you do that." 

Ms~ Martin testified that she questioned Sherman 

regarding DTI in the course of the agency's review of 

DTI cases. Despite the fact that 365 clients were re

ferred to DTI and Sherman was expected to approve each 

one, she claimed that he was unaware of the volume 

because "he was not approving them allan the one day." 

She went on to state that Sherman indicated to her that 

he "thought the training was working out." Inc;tsmuch as 

the counselors were neither verifying training or job 

placement paid for by the State, one ~ust question 

the pasis for Sherman's belief and OVR's apparent accep

tance of his explanations. Ms. Martin was further asked 

whether in retrospect she felt that Sherman had fulfilled 

his responsibilities as a senior counselor: 

"Well, . my opinion •.. when I inter
viewed Mr. Sherman at this time we 
knew by then that some placements 
••• did not take place, and I would 
say that Mr. Sherman was victimized ••• 

* * * 
When I say 'victimized,' I mean that 
there was a situation whereby he 
thought -- and this was for a rela
tively short period of time -- he 
thought things were all right." (P.H.) 

In fact, the "period of time" was for at least one 

year. Rather than Sherman being the victim, the Commission 
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considers that Sherman's performance victimized the State 

which paid for such costly and useless training. 

While OVR prides itself on being a "service-

oriented" agency, both counselors and supervisors have 

commented that the rendering of service is at the 

client's behest~ A senior counselor was asked why 

clients who apparently had skills in a particular area 

were placed in training programs in unrelated fields 

at state expense rather than OVR doing straight job 

plc;l.cement; 

"Q Why doesn't the counsC?lor get on 
the phone and call the Employ
ment Service or personnel 
agencies or XYZ construction 
Company down the street and see 
whether they can get him a job 
as a bricklayer? 

A A job immediately as a bricklayer? 

Q It never happens ••. I would like 
to know when it came about that 
clients .•. walked in and they 
wanted training and that was 
what they got. 

A I can't answer. 

Q It is true, though, isn't it? 

A It's been that way since I've 
been a counselor." 

On this point one counselor's experiences in 

~ealing with some clients are revealing: 

"The policy has been pretty much, 
from what I observed, to go along 
with him rather than deal with the 
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harassment and the phone calls and 
everything else that often fOllows 
especially if someone is verbal and 
they can express themselves and the 
letter writing starts and every-
thing else." -

Ms. Martin echoed this sentiment when she stated 

that "cl.i,ents have rights, and I think counselors working 

todaY are very heavily under this. If a client insists 

on something, the burden of proof is upon the counselor 

that they can't have it. 'I 

Pe~naps the entire situation pertaining to PTI and 

its utili~ation by the OVR counselors at Brooklyn State 

can bes't be summed up by one counselor's reaction to a 

meeting with the counselors, Palevsky, Berger and Martin 

in January 1976 to discuss DTI: 

"I felt terrible -- I mean, I felt 
in a sense -- that I had been had 
and I had allowed it to happen. 

The only excuse that I felt that 
I had was that I felt so over
whelmed by the numbers that I 
just lost interest in really 
taking a stana on it ... 

* * * 
I just -- it-was easier to go 
along with it. 

Everybody in your unit was going 
along with that. I can't speak 
for the others, but that's What 
it was for me. II 
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Hunts Point Multi~Service center 

In the course of the Commission's review of the 

DTI cases, it became apparent that many of the cases 

processed by the Brooklyn State Unit had been referred 

by the Hunts Point Multi-Service Center in the Bronx. 

The geographic location of that center itself would lead 

one to conclUde that it was an inappropriate referral 

SOUrce for the Brooklyn State Unit, but additionally, 

some of the clients had Bronx addresses. 

Further investigation revealed that there had been 

a luncheon meeting with the Brooklyn state counselors; 

Herb Gruen, the owner and director of OTI; Arnold Brite, 

General Manager of OTI; and a representative of the Mult.i

Service Center. The counselors who were questioned about 

this meeting had nq recollection of what occurred, and 

both Gruen and Brite have invoked their Constitutional 
L. 

rights against self-incrimination and declined to answer 

~uestions. The counselors have conceded that shortly 

after that meeting, they began receiving referrals from 

the Center. One counselor stated that the number of those 

referrals became quite high~ 

In addition, there was a problem with the clients 

falsely giving Brooklyn addresses, which later became 

known to the OVR unit: 
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I, 
These were referrals that were 
called in and giving Brooklyn 
addresses, and of course even
tually we -did find out about it 
and we continued to take them, 
but they were contacted and go
ing to OTI and than funneled 
into our office, 

Q Why did you continue to take them 
even after you discovered that 
they were giving phony addresses? 

w-

A Well, this is again something that 
we were told to continue acc~pting. 

Q By whom? 

A By OUr supervisor [Stanley Sherman]." 

After the OVR unit at Brooklyn State Hospital did 

$981,497 wOrth of pusiness with OTI in fiscal year '74-

75, a single OVR counselor at the Manhattan State Hospital 

Unit, Michael Sacco, referred 151 clients to OTI at a 

total cost of $417,124 in fiscal year '75-76. Nearly all 

of those persons had been referred to OVR, via OTI, by 

the Hunts Point Multi-Service Center. If Mr. Sacco's 

estimate of his average caseload is correct, fully one

half of his clients that year were sent to OTI or'had 

their OTI courses paid for during that period. Although 

Mr. Sacco invoked his Constitutional rights against self

incrimination and refused to answer any questions at 

public hearings, he had testified previously and informed 

Commission staff of the unusual way in which this 

business developed. 
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"AS to what led up to me using DTI on 
a big -~ l~rge basis •.. I was directed 
to by my supervisor [Herbert Magram], or 
who, in turn, I was told was, directed by 
his'supe~visor [Joseph PalveskY]. 

* * * 
To go dow~ to PTI because they had 
some clients there who were referred 
from Multi-Service Center, who weren't 
being picked up by other agencies and 
that we were authorized to go down 
there and pick them up and send them 
up for training and make them part of 
my caseload. " 

Mr. Sacoo stated that he went to DTI on a regular 

basis to interview prospective clients and process their 

cases. ~he psychiatric reports for these persons, as 

prepared by the Multi-Service Center, were made available 

to Sacco at PTI. PTI generousl¥ assisted by typing up 

many of the OVR forms relating to the clients, thereby 

expediting the process. Mr, Sacco has stated that in 

some oases he authorized training instantaneously, with

out having received the requisite app:...oval of the plan of 

service from his supervisor. After about six months, 

Sacco realized that he was falling behind in his paper 

work and that his caseload was beyond handling. He com-

plained to his supervisor, Herbert Magram, who, accoIding 

to Sacco agreed to call Palevsky. 

"He called Mr. Palevsky and Mr. 
Palevsky says that it's his job, 
send him back down there. He has 
got to see those people because 
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we are doing a good thing. We are 
helping a lot of people find employ
ment, we are contributing to the new 
secto::: af the popula'l:ion that is 
going to be the future of our agency 
and that you have done ~ tremendous 
job in the past, and as far as 
seeing people and talking to them 
and that they could see no reason why 

" that I couldn't do it now and the 
paper work was my problem ••. " 

Mr. Magram's version differs only slightly. He 
-

stated th~t during the spring of 1975 he learned from 

Stanley Sherman, his counterpart at Brooklyn State, that 

the latter's office was achieving many rehabilitations, 

whereas the rehabilitation rate at Manhattan State was 

"fairly low." Interel3ted in increasing his rehabilitation 

rate, he spoke with Sherman who told him of the referrals 

from PTI. 

"Q But there did come a time when you 
discussed this vii th Mr. Palevsky? 

A I believe I called him and asked 
him about pioking up cases. 

Q 

A 

What did you indicate to Mr. 
Palevsky was ¥our desire? 

Well that there were cases to be 
picked up in the community that 
we could work with such as from 
DTI. 

* * * 
Q And Mr. Palevsky said what to you? 

A Go ahead." 
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After a period of time, Magram claimed that he 

noticed that Mr. Sacco'~ cases were backing up. Al-

though his instinct was to discontinue the re~errals, 

he did not speak to Mr~ Palevsky about the buildup, but 

rather, instructed Sacco to stop taking the ref.errals. 

However, the referrals did not stop until some time later 

when, Magram claims, he ordered Sacco to remain in the 

office and put his cases in order. According to Magrc;un, 

in ~une 1975, he received a call from Palevsky who asked 

what had nappened with Sacco, and then told Ma,gram to 

release Sacco as soon as possible so he could :~Jr=~sume 

picking up the ca$es. 

Palevsky could not recall these discussions and 

denied knowledge that Sacco was physically s:L'cuated at 

DTI picking up cases, He also testified that he was not 

aWare that the Bronx Multi-Service Center \Vas making 

referrals to DTI and then to OVR, although he did par

ticipate in the review of DTI with Howard Berger. 

In their review of DTI's books and records, 

Commission accountants came across three unusual can-

celled checks totaling $7,300 in disbursements in a two 

month period. The earliest, dated ~pril 18, 1975, and 

drawn on DTI I S account is payable to the Honorable Ramon 

S. Velez Testimonial Dinner in the amount of $500. An 

$1,800 check was made payable to the Puerto Rican Day 
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Parade Journal on May 2, 1975 and was drawn on the 

account of Ran Lynn Rental ~ Service Corp, (wholly owned 

by the owner of DTI), The last check for $5,000 was 

made payable to Casa Puerto Rico on June 18, 1975, and 

was from DTI's account. 

In seeking a link, if any, between Casa Puerto 

Rico, the Puerto Rican Day Parade, Inc. and the Hunts 

Point Multi-Service Center, testimony was elicited from 

Roberto ~apoleon, a former treasurer of the Puerto Rican 

Day Parade, Inc. 

Napoleon testified that for the time period in 

question, Puerto Rican Day Parade, Inc. was an umbrella 

organization; Ramon S. Velez was its Chairman of the 

Board and/or President; Velez sat as a member and 

appointed the other members of Casa Puerto Rico and the 

Puerto Rican Day parade Journal, two of several sub

committees of Parade, Inc.; and that Velez also founded the 

Hunts Point Multi-Service Center. 

According to Mr. Napoleon, who endorsed the $5,OQO 

check made payable to Casa Puerto Rico, he was called by 

Velez to the latter's offl'ce for th e purpose of endors-

ing it. Napoleon stated that he endorsed the check and 

left it with Velez .for deposl't. Th h e c eck was deposited 

in Casa Puerto R. ico's t h' accoun , w lch account according 

to documents provided to the Commission, is listed in an 
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annual Bank Accounts ~eport tor the Puerto Rican Da¥ 

P~rade, ~nCJ. , 
Herb Gruen, P~esident and owner of DTI, invoked 

his Constitutional privileges and deolined to answer 

this commission when questioned regarding these payments 

and meetings with representatives of the Hunts Point 

Multi-Service center. 
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The 1975 Review by OVR's Senior Administrators 

Mention has been made throughout this section of 

the 1975 review of DTI b¥ OVR's senior administrators in 

Albany. In addition, specific e~amples have been raised 

of OVR's failure to address the underlying issues. 

OVR simply refused to aoknowledge the possibility 

of actual wrongdoing, Throughout the Commission's inves

tigation, commission staff was freguently told of the 

integrity of emplQyees and vendors who do business with 

OVR. 

Despite DTI's having submitted fraudulent placement 

information to OVR, ova lifted its ban on doing business 

with DTI. Not one employee was dismissed for actions 

arising out of the DTI situation. No audit of the books 

and records of DTI was conducted by OVR nor did OVR 

request the assistance of the New York State Department 

of Audit and Control. 

After the DTI ban was lifted, OVR paid DTI almost 

$800,000 in the first si~ months of 1976 for training fees 

previously incurred • 
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CASELOADS 

Most of the counselors inte+vi.ewed dq.ring this 

investigation indicated that their average caseload was 

between 200 and 300. These same counselors stated that 

the size of the caseloqd precludes cqreful attention to 

manY clients. As one said. 

"It's impossible to have a really 
close coq.nseling relationship with 
every client and so some fall by 
the wayside and you more or less 
pick who yoq. feel you can really 
work with,which ends up being a 
relatively small number because 
you can only work closely with a 
small number •.• I, 

Ms. Martin recognized this fqpt of clients fqlling 

by the wayside, and ag+eed that the caseloads are too 

large. 

.II I think. it depends on a great 
many other factors, but when you 
get beyond the 150 mark, you're 
in trouble. 

Q And, in fact OVR is beyond that 
mark, isn't it? 

A Yes." 

She also estimated that counselors have only about eight 

hours per year to spend on anyone case. 

Obviously every client's needs are different, but 

it cannot be gqinsaid that eight hours per year is wholly 

inadequate to provide the "counseling" which OVR claims 

to expect of its counselors. Either caseloads should be 
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diminished or counseling Should not be stated as a 

primary task of OVR, thereby obviating the need for 

well trained professional employees. 

Counselors often feel frustrated and demeaned by 

their inability to provide counseling and the demands put 

upon them with respect to comple~ing paper work. Re

quirements for maintaining statistics has imposed a 

burden on counselors for providing these statistics on 

complex forms. One counselor who has been with the 

agency for approximately six years estimated that when 

he was first employed, 60-70% of his time was spent on 

counseling, whereas he now spends only about 1 1/2 days 

each week counseling, with the balance taken up by paper 

work. 

Th~ agency concedes that the caseloads are too 

high, but claims that resources have not kept in line 

with the demand for service as the program became better 

known to the public. On the other hand, OVR makes a con~ 

tinual effort of "case finding," an effort wich Palevsky sees 

as one of his major roles -- i.e., seeking out eligible 

persons and making OVR's existence known to the public. 

At public hearings, Mr. Berger insisted that 

there is no administrative premium on building caseloads, 

and testified that there is no conflict between building 

up caseloads through case finding, and the agency's 
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concession th&t c&~eloads are too high for proper 

service to be given to every client of OVR. He stated: 

I'Tnere is no conflict petween appro
priate case tinding and trying to 
develop manageable caseloads and the 
k~nds of,caseloads which represent real 
l7ve aot~ve, interested clientele 
w~th whom productive results can 
be obtained. There is no conflict 
between the two. II (P.H.) 

Perh&ps there is no conflict in theory, but the testimony 

and facts adduced in this investigation indicate a serious 

conflict in pr&ctice. 

The second most glaring problem in OVR is that, 

with r&re exception, 'the renabilitation counselor is the 

only professional employee to personally relate to 

clients. Agency policy precludes senior counselors from 

carrying tneir own caseloads or from becoming involved 

in the counseling process. It is clear that the absence 

of such personal interaction by anyone other than the 

counselor enn&nces the potential for abuse. One coun

selor commenting on that fact remarked that it would be 

a simple matter to open a case file and provide service 

for a friend or relative, or even himself under an alias, 

since the senior counselor in approving case plans merely 

refers to the paper contained in the file, which, if 

adequate, forms tne basis of approval. 
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OVR AND THE 'MIDTOWN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 

DUring the course of its investigation, the Com

mission received a comPlaint alleging, among other 

things, that Jack Schuyler, a senior counselor in the 

New York City OVR office, "insisted for years that his 

counselors send nearly all clients to & specific business 

school in the mid ... ,town are& irrespective of 

vocational goals ••• His actions in these matters have 

never been questioned by administration." Additionally, 

Schuyler was accused of regularly leaving the office at 

mid-day, 

Because of other alleg&tions ooncerning Mr. 

Schuyler, the Commission began exp+oring these charges in 

an attempt to substantiate or refute their validity. 

Schuyler, who had been with OVR since 1945, was 

promoted from rehabilitation counselor to senior coun

selor in approximately 1969. He remained in that position 

until his retirement in early ,January 1977. Pursuant to 

agency policy, he did not carry a caseload, and dealt with 

clients only when there were specific problems. Mr. 

Schuyler did not engage in any regularly scheduled meet

ings with his counselors although he stated that he did 

have discussions with them as problems arose. His own 

testimony would seem to indicate that his job commitment 

was marginal and that he dispensed his duties in the most 
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perfunctory fashion. Counselors who had worked under 

Schuyler's supervision indicated he was inaccessible, 

impatient, explosive and that he did not exercise suf

ficient discretion over the screening of clients. The 

most distqrbing charge, however, pertained to Mr. Schuyler's 

having pressured his counselors to send clients to the 

Midtown School of Business, Inc. ("Midtown") in Manhattan 

to the near exclusion of any other training facilities.* 

MidtOWn, a private Qusiness school, provides 

training in basic business and secretarial s~ills and, 

in addition, has a remediation program designed to up

grade English and mathematics for OVR clients. Accord

ing to its owner Murrary Wolkind, Midtown (or its pre

decessor) has been doing business with OVR since 1938. 

By reference to the books and records of Midtown, Com

mission accountants determined that between 80-90% of 

Midtown's annual income is derived from OVR.** In 

addition to Midtown, Wolkind has established the Midtown 

Educational Institute, Inc. ("Institute"), 100% of whose 

* For a fourteen month period in 1974-75 Midtown re
ceived approximately $1.3 million from OVR and for a 
ten month period in 1975-76, Midtown received in ex
cess of one-half million dollars from OVR. 

** According to the testimony of Mr. Wolkind, I'OVR needs 
me a lot more than I need OVR." Mr. Wolkind later 
amplified that statement mentioning that many business 
schools are reluctant to do business with OVR or deal 
with their clients. He also stated that he has im
plemented practices and polic~es which facilitate,the 
training experience of OVR c11entS. However, as 1S 
clear from the books anQ records of Midtown and 
Institute and the testimony of Mr. wolkind (who shares 
ownership of Midtown with his wife, and who wholly 
owns Institute), his substantial personal income is 
almost totally derived from OVR. 
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.:f.ncome is deriveQ from OVR. Institute Was created ex

olusive.1-y to Prov.:f.de training to OVR ol.:f.ents situated in the 

State's psyohiatr~o hospitals, Currently, Institute has 

programs in Brooklyn and Manhattan state Uospitals, and 

Pilgrim State Hospital. 

Because the allegation pertaining to Schuyler's 

pressuring counselors to use Midtown was, to some extent 

borne out by counselors, the Comm.:f.ssion reviewed data 

Supplied by OVR to determine the extent of business done 

with that school by Schuyler's unit. First, an analysis 

was made of business done with Midtown by the entire 

~ew York City local office for two fiscal years: 

7/1/74-6/30/75 

7/1/75-6/30/76 

Total ~umber 
of Clients 

590 

472 

Amount 

$607,769 

$571,503 

Average Cost 

$1,030 

$1,211 

Those figures were further broken down to reveal the 

apportionment of those amounts among the units in the 

~ew York City local office; 

fiscal Year Ending 
6/30/75 . Fiscal Year Ending 

6/30/76 . 
Unit Clients ].I.Jl10unt Clients Amount - -Mental Hygiene 195 $193,567 126 $144,610 

Schuyler's Unit 128 149,343 117 157,676 
All Others ill 264,859 229 269,217 

Total 590 $607,769 472 ==== - $571,503 -
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Schuyler's unit, therefo+e, provided 22% of M!dtown's OVR 

clients and accoanted for 25% of M,!dtown's gross income 

from OVR in 1975~ and in 1976, the unit provided 25% of 

Midtown's OVR clients and 28% of Midtown'~' gross income 

,f:rom OVR.. 

Beoause the number of cl!ents and dollars derived 

from Schuyler's unit seemed h!gh, and because of the 

allegations of his applying pressure on subordinate 

counselors, the commiss!on was !nterested in ascertaining 

Schuyler's motives for using M!dtown. An additional 

concern. was whether Schuyler was working the hal,f:-days 

alleged. 

Consequently, over a period of several weeks in the 

fall of 1976, Commission agents observed the activities 

of Mr. Schuyler on twelve occasions when he would have 

been expected to have been at work at OVR. On nine of 

those occasions, Mr. Schuyler was seen generally leaving 

his office at between 11:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. and 

spending the balance of the day in personal pursuits. 

On one occasion, Schuyler was observed going to the 

Midtown School of Business in Manhattan and then having 

lunch with Mr, Wolkind. 

Thereafter, the Commission subpoenaed the records 

of Schuyler's bank accounts, and in the course of its 

examination, Commission accountants were able to account 
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for disbu~sements and withdrawals in all but one account. 

That account was maintained by Schuyler in his own name, 

in a bank located within blocks of his office. A review 

of that account for the period September 1973 to November 

1976, revealed monthly cash deposits of approximately 

$300. Commission accountants also reviewed Schuyler's 

field visit itineraries for January 1976 - December 1976 

(records subm!tted on a weekly basis of a counselor's 

plans for the upcoming week to visit schools and facil

ities). During that period of time, there appeared to 

have been some co~relation between Schuyler's visits to 

Midtown and his $300 deposits. 

Mr. Schuyler was questioned under oath, with his 

attorney present, about his relationship to Midtown and 

its owner, MurFary Wolkind; 

"Q Mr. Schuyler, did there come a 
time when you entered into an 
arrangement'with Mr. Wolkind where
by in return for your referring 
clients to him he would pay you 
a regular amount of money on a 
regular basis? 

A I refuse to answer that question 
on the basis 'that it may incrimi
nate mef 

* * * 
Q Mr. Schuyler, did Mr. Wolkind ever 

treat you or any member of your 
family to a vacat!on? 

A No. 
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Q 

A 

Q 

pid Mr. wolkind ever give you any 
stocks, ponds or other forms of 
security either in your name or 
in t:4e name of any family member? 

No. 

Mr. Schuyler, is it true that you 
used pressure and influence to 
have your counselors send their 
clients to the Midtown School of 
Business? 

A It's true that I was prejudiced in 
favor of the Midtown School of 
Business because of my long asso
ciation with Mr. Wolkind. 

Q Did Mr, Wolkind in any way show his 
thankfulness for receiving these 
clients? 

(The witness and his counsel confer 
off the record.) 

A I take my privilege against self
incrimination. 

COMMISSIONER RUSKIN. Were there other 
schools that offered the same kinds of 
services as Mr. Wolkind's school over 
the past four or five years, let us 
say, to Which the students could have 
been sent and could have gotten tile 
same sort of training that they got at 
Mr. Wolkind's school? Were there other 
options~available? 

THE WITNESS; Yes. There are a large 
number of clerical training schools in 
New York City." 

Mr. Wolkind denied under oath that he made any 

payments to Mr. Schuyler in return for having clients 

sent to Midtown. 
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Inqui+~ was ~ade of Schuyler's supervisor, area 

supervisor and Ms. Martin regarding what action, if any, 

had been taken on the allegations concerning Schuyler's 

non-a'ttendance in the office and funneling clients to 

Midtown. 

~obert Steinberg, who was Schuyler's supervisor for 

about two years until Se~tember 1976, had written a memorandum 

to Schuyler in Pecember 1975 in which he commented on 

the latter's lack of supervision and many absences. In 

the memorandum, he refers to Schuyler's frequent field 

visits noted in. his itineraries and states: 

"Along these lines I asked you 
questions about the three separate 
visits that you had made for the 
current week. I must admit that I 
was very surprised by your state
ments. You said .that you could not 
remember where you had gone on any 
of the three days. Furthermore, 
you stated that you could not re
member who you had seen at the 
various places •.• The net result 
has been that you have been away 
from the office most afternoons in 
each week. This has resulted in 
your being available for only about 
half the work week"" 

Steinberg asked Schuyler to reduce his field 

activities. Steinberg advised Commission staff that 

after he issued that memorandum, he was satisfied that 

Schuyler had reduced his field time. However, when Mr. 

Steinberg was shown Schuyler's itineraries for 1976 

which indicate numerous field visits, his response was 
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that the itineraries are only a plan for the upcoming week 

wpich are subject to change. It was clear, however, from 

the opservations made by Commission agents that Schuyler 

had resumed pis earlier practice of leC!.ving the job by 

mid-day. 

Steinberg was also questioned regarding Schuyler's 

utilization of Midtown~ Steinberg stated that in April 

1976, Howard Berger phoned him about the anonymous letter 

and asked him for C!. report of his knowledge of t,he facts. 

He was not asked to conduct a cC!.se review of Midtown 

cases and apparently his response to Berger that he had 

no knowledge of overutilization of Midtown was deemed 

sufficient. 

Louis Salzman, the area supervisor, stated that 

he had received a copy of Steinberg's memorandum to 

Schuyler, but that he took no action on it: 

"Q What is your response to it ••• ? 

A Well, oUr entire feeling about 
the Schuyler pattern was one of 
frustration •. ~" 

Salzman denied prior knowledge of Schuyler's ex-

cessive use o~ field time. After receipt of the memo-

randum, he did not review Schuyler's field itineraries: 

"Q Did you instruct Mr. Steinberg 
about any action you wished him 
to take pertaining to this issue? 
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A Well, I knew Mr. Steinberg was 
exercising supervision over him, 
he wc!.s trying to get him to ob
serve regulations and procedures 
and schedules. ' 

Q Did you ask Mr. Steinberg to sub
mit any kind of reports to you 
after that pertaining to Schuyler's 
use of field time? 

A No." 

Ms. Martin stated that Schuyler had long been 

considered a problem in OVR as eXhibited by his eccentric 

ana irrational behavior. She rernq.rked that "the staff 

were at his mercy" and that his work represented 

"medioori ty to tne extreme." However r when asked why he 

was tolerated for so many years, she responded that there 

Was insuffioient proof to document his incompetence. 
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OVR ;FUNDS FOR RELATI.Y.E,:13 Olf OVR EMPLOYEES_ 

In the fall of 1975, OVR a~~inistrators learned 

that the son of Eugene Levine, an associate rehabilita

tion counselor, had been sponsored for undergraduate 

training at New York University and had concluqed his 

first year at Columbia College of Physicians and 

Surgeons at a total cost to OVR of $20,369. The son's 

disability was asthma. 

Ms. Martin personally reviewed the case folder 

and economic need information provided by Levine, and 

founq there to be a lack of proof relating to allowances 

claimed by him, which would diminish available income and 

make him eligible under the economic need criterion. Ms. 

Martin stated that Levine was given ample opportunity to 

support his claims, but that he failed to sustain the 

burden. Consequently, a determination was made that 

pa¥ments applicable to tuition, room and board, books 

and fees totaling $14,666 should not have been made Py 

OVR. Levine did not challenge this determination, and 

remitted a check for the full amount to OVR. 

Levine's daughter also had been an OVR college 

and graquate student at a total cost of $14,613. How

ever, in a letter to the Division of the Budget, dated 

June 11, 1976, answering the Division's request for 

information pertaining to an anonymous letter mentioning-
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that Levine illegally made his children eligible for OVR 

services, then Deputy Commissioner Gordon Ambach stated 

that "Mr. Levine never made his own chilqren eligible 

for rehabilitation services. One of his children was 

referred for anq did receive services ••. " When ques

tioned about the reference to only one child, Ms. Martin 

stated that at the time of Ambach's letter, OVR was not 

aware of the daughter, and that after that case was re

viewea, Budget was not notified pecause "that case was 

perfectly clean," In that same letter to Budget, Mr. 

l\mbach stated, "There is no reason to believe that any 

of the staff who worked on Mr. Levine's son's case were 

aware of any inaccuracy in the financial information 

presented by Mr. I.,evine." 

Al though Ms. Martin s ta ted tha t she "threw the 

book at him," Mr. Levine remained an employee of OVR. 

Ms. Martin, when questioned as to how Levine, as an 

associate counselor, could have failed to understand the 

economic need guidelines, replied that he was incapable 

of understanding the guidelines. 

In reviewing the case folder of Levine's son, 

this commission founa other serious failings. Although 

college and graduate training cases require approval of 

the area supervisor, there was no such approval in 

Levine's case. Furthermore, the determination of 
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disabiLity was based upon two medical :j::'eports, dated 

February 1969 and July 1970. No medical examination 

reconfirming Levine's asthmatio condition was made 

despite his having remained an OVR client continuously 

from September 1970 until September 1975. 

commission accountants reviewed the case folders 

of eleven other college training clients who were rela

tives of OVR employees, Of those eleven, th:j::'ee clients 

were diagnosed as being passive-aggressive, one had a 

hearing problem in his right ear, one had fully recovered 

from a b:j::'oken neck, one had a knee injury, one was 

troubled by adjustment reaction to adolescence and one 

was asthmatic. The client who was fully recovered from 

his neck injury in DecemPer 197~ did not even become an 

OVR client until 1974. Approximately $2,400 was spent 

on training him at an out-of-state college. Another 

client who received training from 1962-1967 at Bard 

College had her case reopened in February 1970 for 

graduate training at Bank Street College of Education. 

Thereafter, she transferred to the New School for Social 

Research, and then to N.Y.U. The total cost to OVR of 

her training was $4,397. The client who had hearing 

problems in his right ear received tuition for four 

years of training at the University of Vermont. In 

addition, he was reimbursed for airplane transportation, 
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library fees, athletic fees and laboratory fees at a total 

Of these eight clients, 

children of senior counselors, one of a 

Counselor, and the balance were related to clerical 

cost of approximately $10,000. 

three were the 

employees of OVR. 
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OTHER INVESTIGATIONS 

Niagara County Grand Jury Report 

The wri terE! of t.he Grand Jury report i::;sued in 

Niagara on June 30, 1976, cited as the "single most 

glaring deficiency" the maximum amount of authority 

vested in the rehabilitation counselor, 

"He has the sole responsibility for 
determining eligibility of an appli
cant based on a required physical ex
amination and his interpretation of 
the threefold criteria hereinbefore 
enumerated •.• Beyond the rehabilita
tion counselor, the higher echelon 
is iIlVolved only with the flow of 
paper •• ,The effectiveness of a 
counselor's performance is generally 
based on the number of cases he is 
handling without regard to the 
quality of ::;ervice provided to the 
cIient ••• The opportunity for a cor
rupt counselor to turn the system 
to his advantage is apparent ." 

citing a "di::;heartening aura of fraternalism" 

among OVR employees and a desire to "maintain the status 

quo despite suspicions of Wrongdoing," the panel recom-

mended, among other things, the establishment of an 

independent inspection unit to review counselor activity. 

The report concluded that while corrupt conduct 

by an OVR employee was discovered, "the procedure that 

permi tted it is also to blame." 
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Investigation of OVR in Erie County by the Statewide 
Organized Crime Ta::;k Force 

At the request of the Pi::;trict Attorney of Erie 

County, as a follow-up to its involvement in the Niagara 

County investigation, the Statewide organized Crime Task 

Force (OCTF) conducted an. investigation of the OVR program 

in Erie, with emphasis on OVR's on-the-job training pro

gram. Whl.le no evidence .was found of criminal aotivity, ob

servations were made ~egarQing procedural and administra

tive deficiencies which created the potential for corrupt 

and fraudulent'practices. 

Many of the observations made by OCTF parallel those 

of the Commission and the Niagara Grand Jury. Excessive 

caseloads precluded counselors from giving proper time 

and attention to clients and to evaluating on-the-job 

training~ OCTF found that the ra.te of retention by em

ployers of on-the-job trainees after the period of train

ing, was very low. In addition, the lack of structure 

within OVR was scored as providing counselors with the 

opportunity to engage in unethical or corrupt practices. 

Inquiry was also made into OVR's practice of pur

chasing equipment and tools for clients who are seeking 

self-employment. Title to such equipment passes to the 

Qlient after he is deemed rehabilitated, usually after 90 

days of the successful operation of the business. OCTF 

discovered instances of clients abandoning the business 
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endeavor sno~tl¥ after case closure, and thereafter sell

ing or disposing of the equipment. OVR was criticiz.ed 

for its failure to follow up on these clients and the 

disposition of equipment after c~se closure. There was 

also an absence of procedures governing purchasing prac

tices. Counselors usually relied upon the client's 

judgment as to what equipment was needed. The absence 

of ~rocedures governing purcpases and competitive 

bidding made the ~rogram vulnerable to improper activity 

by OVR counselors. 

- 7& -

Report of the U.S. General Accounting Office 

In a 1977 report to the Congress of an inquiry 

made by the General Accounting Office (GAO), of voca

tional rehabilitation programs nationally, the Comp

troller Qeneral states: 

"Although many beneticial training 
services to help the handicapped 
obtain employ~ent have been pro
vided under the vocational rehab
ilitation program, a lack of . 
adequate controls over the expendi
ture of funds has resulted in 
questionable program expenditures 
and instances where clients do not 
fully benefit fro~ the training." 

The GAO investigation focused on the expenditure 

ot vocational rehabilitation !unds, as distributed by 

the Federal Rehabilitation Services AQffiinistration to 

state vooational rehabilitation agencies. The report 

cites numerous examples of maladministration leading to 

wasted funds in each of the tive states, including New 

York, whose programs were reviewed. 

GAO cited instances in which clients had little 

or no contact with rehabilitation counselors; payments 

to providers of on-the-job training on bepalf of persons 

who were already employees of the trainers; provision 

of training to persons who had prior traJning in the 

same field; failure to rigorously apply eligibility 

criteria1. training at excessive costs; and the purchase 

of ~quipment and tools at inflated costs. 
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The re?ort concludes by recommending that internal 

review sect~ons be created within state agencies, and 
I 

that economic need standards be given greater oonsidera

tion in providing oollege; business, and vooational 

school training. Not incidentally, the GAO observed: 

"Also, vocational ~ehabilitation 
counselors have been given too much 
freedom in arranging, paying,apd 
accounting for training services." 

* * * 

~t the time of this commiss~on's public hearings, 

the reports of OCTW and GAO were not known to OVR. However, 

the report of the Niagara Grand JUry had been provided 

to Associate commissioner Levy upon its release, At 

those hearings, Mr. Levy was questioned regarding their 

findings and conclusions; 

"TaE CHl\I:RM,AN: • ~ .In the Niagara 
County Grand Jury report, and in 
our investigation, it would appear 
that, in the words of the Niagara 
County Grand Jury report, a maximum 
amount of authority is vested in 
the lowest employee in tJ;te lowest 
chain of command, rehabLl .. itation 
counselors and the opportunity for 
a corrupt counselor or even, shall 
we say, someone who is gullible as 
to, as I say, the exploitation by 
the clients or vendors, to turn the 
system to his own advantage or per
mitted to be the easy prey to others, 
is apparent. . 
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Do you agree with the general thrust 
of. that statement, that the;! program 
lEi so structured that the rehabilita
tion counselor at the lowest level is 
really out there on his own and you, 
therefore, have to oross your fingers 
as to what may happen? 

THE WITN~SS; No, I don't. I don't 
think he is out there on his oWn~ I 
think J;te has a responsibility for the 
determination of eligibility, And I 
think that that responsibility is 
based upon his professional qualifica
tions as a counselor ••• " (P.H.) 

Mr. ~evy was also asked whether ne agreed witn the 

Gt'and Jury's cqnclusion that OVE may have been more con

cerned with proteoting the status quo of the program than 

revealing any wron~doing by its employees, 

" •.• tnCl.t is definitely not the feeling 
of the administration of this program." 

This Commission Was interested in learning what, 

if any, steps had been taken by OVR to prevent a re

currence of the Niagara or PTI situation. 

OVR's stated response to these problems was 

the creation of an internal aUditing unit and plans to 

produce, on a quarterly basis, computer print-outs con

taining vendor information by counselor and location. 

ASsociate Commissioner Levy tes~ified that the 

internal auditing unit, which was not yet in full opera

tion, will be verifying clients' attendance and monitor

ing payments to facil~ties to prevent overbilling and 

duplication of payments. Quite clearly, the unit will 
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not be lookin~ into coun~el~r performance or operating 

as an inspecto~ general. In addition, the use of com

puter print-outs as a method of detecting pos~ible abuse 

can only review servioe~ already provided~ As ~uch, 

it cannot be utilized as an adequate procedural 

mechanism for preventing employee and vendor 

miscpnduct. 

With particular reference to Niagara, ~oward 

Berger ~tateQ that a system of multiple levels of approval 

for on~tne-job training programs has been implemented in 

that county~ Curiouoly, no similar system was installed 

in the Brooklyn and Manhattan State Ho~pital Units of 

OVR after discovery of the DTI situation, bl.lt Mr. Bf>'~qer 

remarked that authorizations for training at DTI cannot 

be proce~sed without his and Mr. Palevsky's approval. 

Insofar as the implementqti~n of new procedures in train

ing programs other than on-the-job and self-employment, 

Mr. Berger stated that he saw no need for change~ 

* * * 
In 1976, an OVR oounselQr was convicted in Niagara 

County for fraudulent aotions arising out pf his employ

ment. In that same yea~, it was discovered that a coun

selor in OVR's Poughkeepsie office had been converting 

to his own use clients' maintenance and Basic Education 

opportunity Grant stipends, That counselor was fired by 

OVR for his actions, On April 6, 1977, he entered a plea 

80 
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of ~uilty t~ Grand Laroeny in the thira degree. 
" 

After the oonclusion of this Commission's public 

hearin~s on OVR in May 1977, Associate Commissioner Levy 

submitted a letter to be includea as part of his closing 

statements and maae the ludicrous assertion that: 

"In more than 50 years no instance of 
fraudulent or criminal behavior on 
the part of vocational rehabilitation 
staff members has occurred." 
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CONCLUSIONS 

As previously stqted, the focal voint of the 

Commission's investi~ation was to determine whether the 

proceQ.ures and controls of OVR adequately safeguard the 

program from abuse by its own employees as well as the 

vendors and clients of OVR. The instances of abuse, 

misconduct and malfeasance set forth in this report show 

that the procedures and controls of OVR are woefully 

inadequate. 'l'he Commission concludes that the senior 

administrators of OVR tolerated such misconduct and 

abuse by refusing to &cknowledge the possibility of 

wrongdoing, and failing to follow through with any sort 

of responsible inquiry which would have uncovered those 

instances. OVR senior administrators had no apparent 

interest in disciplining or firing State employees who 

by their indifference or malfeasance undermined the 

stated purpose of the program. 

Among the more alarming examples of employee and vendor 

misconduct, and administrative nonfeasance are the following: 

-- During 1974 and 1975, DTI charged CNR 2 1/2 

times what the general public paid for the same program. 

Because no audit of DTI's books was deemed necessary by 

OVR, OVR did not learn of these e~cessive charges until 

the Commission's hearing in May 1977. 
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~- Although many persons were re~vonsiple 

for permitting DTI to "riv-off II OVR, the failure 

to deal.with that abuse after september 1975 belongs 

exclusively to OVR'p Alb~ny administrators and the 

director of the OVR!PMa Downstate program. 

-- For two years (1974-1975), OVR counselors from 

Brooklyn State Hospital processed 365 DTI cases at a cost 

of nearly $1,000,000 and frequently did nothing more than 

pook the client's medical· examinat:f...ons and training at 

D'I'I. Contrary to agency poltpy, counselors often had no 

contact with the olient after the first interview and 

provided no follow-up counseling. The senior counselor 

in oharge appears to have merely rubber stamped the 

training referrqls made by suPordinate counselors. 

The Commission discovered that clients who had 

been sent to DTI frequently did not receive training in 

courses for which OVR Paid. Courses billed to OVR were 

either never given, or not given for the amount of time 

charged to the State. The failure of counselors to 

review training progress reports supplied by DTI and to 

maintain contact with clients throughout training resulted 

in considerable fiscal waste. 

'" -- Through the use of an inflated duplicate 

billing ~ystem, DTI made an undisclosed "middle-man" 

profit on uniforms charged to OVR and supplied to OVR 
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clientl3. ThiEl "profit" went unnoticed by OVR in its more 

than two years o~ doing businel3s with PTI anq its review 

of PTI trainin~. 

-- ~t the direction of ~enior Counselor Stanley 

She~man, the OVR counselors at Brooklyn State Hospital 

knowingly supplied false infopnation about the sourceS of 

1 1\10 C!e'r'l.', oue effo~t was made by OVE client referra s, L~ ~ ~ 

senio~ administrators to investigate this practice after 

it was brought to their attention. 

-- Although OVR learned in the COUrse of its DTI 

review that the I3chool had l3upplied the agency with false 

information pertaini~g to client emploYment, OVR lifted 

a four 

1975. 

month ban on doing business with DTI in December 

When DTI supplied OVR with false placement in for-

mation, OVR was put on notice of DTI's Unscrupulous 

busineSf$ practices. To reinstate a business relationship 

with p:rll,r was. negligent and egregious. 

-- Despite complaints and allegations of wrong-

doing, OVR faileci to question the extensive utilization 

of one businel3s I3chool traceable to one senior counselor 

in tite New York City office. Moreover, the area super

vil30r indirectly responsible for this senior counselor's 

activitief$, neglected to follow through on evidence that 

he was a flagrant example of a "no-show" employee. 
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RECOMME;NDATIONS 

1) The present leadership of OVR haf$ failed to meet 

its clear ~espon~ibilities. It has been indifferent to 

problems and neglectful of duties. Its inadequate and 

evasive responses to this Commission's disclosures offer 

the public little confidence that it will now move effec

tively to institute and implement eSl3ential reforms. 

This Commission, therefore, recommends that the newly 

appointed Commissioner of Education, Gordon Ambach, appoint 

ne\\' ,and more responsive leader/"ihip for OVR. 

2) It is essential that the Commissioner of 

Education undertake a sweeping and thorough review of 

the present policies and organizational structure of OVR. 

Incompetent employeel3 must be removed. Ineffective 

procedures must be eliminated. New procedures must be 

designed to prevent as well as detect the types of 

abuses set forth in this report. Counselor activity 

must be more closely monitored, 

3) The Department of Education should take 

immediate steps to remove from the public payroll those 

employees who refuse to account for the performance of 

their official duties. 

4) Where training of clients extends beyond one 

year, there should be mandatory annual re-evaluation of 

any non-stabilized physical or mental disability. This 
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re-evaluation should be made by a different physician 

or specialist from the one who made the original 

evaluation. 

S) Extenstve ~tilizqtion of any single vendor 

by OVR, especially when the vendor is used by only a 

small number of OVR employees, requires periodic review 

and monitoring of that utilization to prevent wrongduing 

qnd to assure the quality of services being received. 

6) Wasteful "middle-man" profits by vendors 

should be ended. Contracts for supplies and equipment 

should be negotiated at competitive prices. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DAVID W. BROWN, Chairman 
EARL W. BRYDGES, JR. 
ROBERT K. RUSKIN 
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NO~·OVR. SAME Excess 
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ArrENP~X II 

UNIFoRMS, NYLON CARF~TS 6UPPLI~D. R~NT~D AND 6ERVIC~D 
POIHI::R6 

MIP 
MJ::CHANICS 
UN.IFC.RMS 

PRep CLOTHS 
W. H. CHRISTIAN '& SONS, INC. 

FLAGS 
PRAPERIES 
SMOCKS 

SOLD 
TO 

DATE 

• 1 
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L .J 
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1 ....,. .1n ... .. 

!!U .bon 18 far. Cllrtato,... .,...,... 

-"(or" OFFICE COPY 
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